
 
 

Euler Hermes: UK insolvencies set for +9% rise in 2019, even if a 
Brexit deal is agreed  

 

 A ‘Hard Brexit’ will see business failures rise by +20 per cent this year.  

 Euler Hermes places a 70% chance that a deal will be agreed by the EU and 
Parliament before the Brexit deadline. 

 A ‘no deal scenario’ is rated at a 25% probability. 

 Overall, the number of global bankruptcies will rise by +6 per cent in 2019. 
 
LONDON, 10 January 2018 – The number of UK business insolvencies is set to rise by 
+9% this year, even if a deal is agreed with the EU before the Brexit deadline, according to 
Euler Hermes, the world’s leading trade credit insurer. 
 
The company’s latest Global Insolvencies Index reveals a further 23,660 businesses are 
expected to become insolvent in 2019 compared to last year if an agreement on separation 
terms for future UK-EU relations is in place before the 29th March. The +9% increase follows 
a +12% uptick last year. 
 
Only five countries (China, Slovakia, Denmark, Chile and Sweden) will see a greater rise 
than the UK globally. Insolvency levels will remain static in Germany, The Netherlands and 
Belgium, with France (+2%) and Italy (+2%) set for a small increase. 
 
The firm’s economists have calculated that there is a 70% chance of a deal being agreed 
with the UK ahead of the deadline. But given tight deadlines an extension of Article 50 
cannot be excluded which would avoid a disorderly exit and the implementation of WTO 
tariffs on goods exchanged with the EU.   
 
By contrast, Euler Hermes says that in the event of a ‘no deal’, UK corporate failures are 
expected to rise by +20%. This scenario is rated at a 25% probability.  
 
Euler Hermes believes that there is a slim chance (5%) that the UK will stay in the EU in 
2019, which would the number of insolvencies rise by +2% for the next 12 months.  
 
Ana Boata, European Economist at Euler Hermes, said: “Increasing late payments, 
tighter financial and monetary conditions, sluggish consumer spending, deteriorating 
corporate margins and softening GDP growth are together posing challenges to company 
finances and putting pressure on almost all areas of the UK economy.  

“Overall, the prolonged high Brexit uncertainty has significantly reduced the pockets of 
resilience in the economy. We expect GDP growth to weaken to +1.2% this year as a result, 
with at least -1% contraction forecast if the UK leaves the EU with no deal in place. In this 
scenario, private consumption and business investment would tighten by -1% and -4% 
respectively, with Sterling expected to fall to 0.88 against the Euro by the end of the year.” 

Euler Hermes predicts that the total number of insolvencies globally will rise by +6% this 
year as softening economic momentum, coupled with tightening financial conditions, will 
increase stress in the majority of countries across the world.  

According to the report, two in three countries are expected to record an increase in 2019. 
The number of bankruptcies in China will rise by a fifth (+20%) this year - the fastest rate of 
any large global economy - as GDP growth falls to its lowest point in a decade.  
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About Euler Hermes  

Euler Hermes is the global leader in trade credit insurance and a recognised specialist in the areas of surety, 
collections, structured trade credit and political risk. Our proprietary intelligence network analyses daily changes 
in corporate solvency representing 92% of global GDP. We give companies the confidence to trade, and be paid. 
We compensate your company in the event of a bad debt, but more importantly, we help you avoid bad debt in 
the first place. Whenever we provide trade credit insurance or other finance solutions, our priority is predictive 
protection. But, when the unexpected arrives, our AA credit rating means we have the resources, backed by 
Allianz to provide compensation to maintain your business. Headquartered in Paris, Euler Hermes is present in 
52 countries with 6,050 employees. In 2017, our consolidated turnover was €2.6 billion and insured global 
business transactions represented €894 billion in exposure.  
 
For more information, please visit: eulerhermes.com 
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Cautionary note regarding forward-looking statements: The statements contained herein may include prospects, 
statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on management's current 
views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or 
events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Such deviations 
may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive situation, 
particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets 
(particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events, 
including from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels 
and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) 
interest rate levels, (viii) currency exchange rates including the euro/US-dollar exchange rate, (ix) changes in 
laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, 
and reorganization measures, and (xi) general competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national 
and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a result of 
terrorist activities and their consequences. 
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